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Dynamic coupled thermoelastic problems 
in micro polar theory. n 

M. U. SHANKERt AND RANJIT S. DHALIWAL(*) (CALGAR.Y) 

GENERAL solution of the dynamic micropolar coupled thermoelastic equations has been obtained 
for arbitrary distribution of body forces, body couples and heat sources in an infinite body 
by the use of Laplace-Fourier transforms. Short time solutions have been obtained for the 
cases of suddenly applied body force, body couple and heat source acting at a point. The cor
responding classical coupled thermoelastic solutions have been derived by letting the parameter 
« approach zero. Some numerical results have been illustrated graphically. 

Og6Ine rozwillZClDie r6wnan dynamicznej mikropolarnej sp~nej termospr~zysto§ci uzyskane 
zostalo metodami transformacji Laplace'a-Fouriera dla dowolnego rozldadu sil masowych, ob
ci~n momentowych i fr6del ciepla w ciele nieograniczonym. Rozwi~a dla k:r6tkiego 
okresu czasu otrzymane zostaly dla przypadk6w naglego obci~nia silami masowymi, silami 
momentowymi i tr6dlem ciepla dzialajllcym w punkcie. Odpowiednie k.lasyczne rozwillZ8Jlia 
sp~ionej termospr~to§ci otrzymano jako graniczny przypadek zdlli:ajllc z parametrem « 
do zera. Niekt6re wyniki liczbowe przedstawiono na wykresach. 

06~ee pemeHHe ypaBHeHHH ~eCKOii: conpiDKeHHOH MHKpOUO.IDipHOH TepMoynpyrOCTH 
no.nyqeHO MeTO~ npeo6p830BaHWI Jlannaca-<l>ypLe AJD1 npoH3BOJII>HOI'O pacnpeAeJiemul 
MaccoBbiX CHJI, MOMeBTHbiX HarpY30K H TeiiJIOHCTO'tiBHKOB B Heorp8JIHlleHHOM TeJie. PemeHIDI 
AJD1 KOpOTKOI'O OTpC3Ka BpeMeHH UO.nytiCHbi AJD1 c.nyqaeB BHe3aUHOI'O HarpymeHWI MaCCO
BbiMH cHJiaMH, MOMeHTHbiMH CHJiaMH H TeiiJIOHCTO'tiBHKOM Aeii:CTByro~ a TO'tll<e. CoOTBeT
CTBYIO~He KJiaCCH'IeCKHe pemeHWI conp.IDKeHHoA TepMoynpyroCTH no.nyqeHbi K8K npeAeJib
HbiH cnyqaA npH CTpeMJieHHH c napaMeTpOM « K HYJUO. HeKoTOpbie liHCJIOBble pe3ym.TaTbi 
npeACTaBJICHbi Ha rpa<f>HKax. 

1. Introduction 

THE CLASSICAL theory of elasticity does not explain certain discrepancies that occur in the 
case of problems involving elastic vibrations of high frequency and short wave length, 
that is, vibrations due to the generation of ultrasonic waves. The reason lies in the micro
structure of the material which exerts a special influence at high frequencies and short 
wave lengths. 

W. VoiGT [1] attempted to eliminate these discrepancies by suggesting that the trans
mission of interaction between two particles of a body through an elementary area lying 
within the material was effected not solely by the action of a force vector but also by 
a moment (couple) vector. This led to the existence of couple stress in elasticity. Later 
E. and F. CossERAT [2] gave a unified theory in which every material particle is capable 
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294 M. U. SHANICER AND R. S. DHALIWAL 

of both linear displacement and rotation during the deformation of the material. Thus 
in this Cosserat theory, the deformation of the body is determined by a displacement 
vector and independently of this by a rotation vector. 

The Cosserat continuum was unnoticed for a long time. This theory was revoked in 
various special forms called Cosserat pseudo-continuum by G'ONTHER [3], GRIOLI [4], 
AERo and KuvsmNSKII [5] and ScHAEFER [6]. Other investigators who considered the 
linear and non-linear theory of elasticity for this Cosserat pseudo-continuum are TRUES
DELL and TOUPIN (7], TOUPIN (8] and MINDLIN and TIERSTEN • (9]. 

The general theory of non-linear and linear microelastic continuum was given by 
ERINGEN and SUHUBI [10, 11]. This theory, in special cases, contains the Cosserat con
tinuum and the indeterminate couple stress theory. A similar theory was also given by 
PALMOV [12]. ERINGEN and SUHUBI [10, 11] renamed their theory and it is known now 
as micropolar elasticity or asymmetric elasticity. Thus the micropolar elasticity deals with 
such materials whose constituents are dumbbell-type molecules, and the elements are 
allowed to rotate independently without stretch. 

Only recently this micropolar elasticity was further extended to include thermal effects 
by NowACKI [13]. TAUCHERT, CLAUS, and ARIMAN [14] had also given the basic equations 
of linear theory of micropolar thermoelasticity. Owing to the newness of the theory of 
micropolar thermoelasticity, very few problems [15, 16, 17, 18, 19 and 20] have been solved 
so far. 

In this paper we consider the problem of determining the displacements, rotations 
and temperature in an infinite micropolar thermoelastic medium under the action of 
time-dependent body forces, body couples and heat sources. In Sec. 2 we have listed the 
basic equations of coupled micropolar tbermoelasticity as derived by NowACKI [13]. In 
Sec. 3, we obtain the general solution of these equations by using Fourier-Laplace trans
forms for any arbitrary distribution of body forces, body couples and heat sources in 
an infinite medium. In Secs. 4, 5 and 6, respectively, we derive solutions for a sudden 
body force, body couple and heat source acting at a point in an infinite medium. Exact 
inversions have been obtained in the space domain but Laplace inversions only for small 
time approximations which are quite appropriate for the problems under consideration. 
Some numerical results have been illustrated graphically. Results for an impulsively 
applied body force, body couple and heat source have also been obtained by the authors 
recently [21]. 

2. Basic equations of thermoelasticity 

For a homogeneous isotropic centrosymm.etric body occupying the region V, we have 
the following linearized equations of thermoelasticity [I]: 

(2.1) 

(A. +2,u)VV · u- (,u + a)V x V x u +2aV x w+eX = eii +11VO, 

{p+2y)VV · w-(y+e)V x V xw+2aV x u-4cxw+JY = Jw, 

V20-_!_0--n0 V·ii = _.![ k ., k' 
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DYNAMIC COUPLED THERMOELASTIC PROBLEMS IN MICROPOLAR THEORY. 11 

where the kinematic relations and linear constitutive equations are given by 

f3,J = WJ,h YtJ = UJ,t +ekJtWb 

u,J = 2,uY<tJ) + 2lXY£iJJ + (AYkk -vO) d,b 

(2.3) f'll = 2yf3CiJ> + 2ef3w1 + f3f3u d,1, 

- CEll 
s = vy11+ To u. 

In the foregoing equations we have used the following notations: 
C1tJ the stress tensor components, 
JltJ the couple-stress tensor components, 
u1 the displacement field components, 
Wt the rotation field components, 
X, the body force components, 
Y1 the body couple components, 

YtJ the strain tensor components, 
PtJ the curvature twist tensor components, 
ftJk the unit anti-symmetric tensor, 

s entropy per unit volume, 
CE specific heat at constant deformation, 

0 deviation from an equilibrium temperature T0 , 

k coefficient of thermal diffusivity, 
Q heat source of the body, 

vTo 
TJo 
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Here, A, ,u are Lame's constants and lX, {3, y, e are new constants of elasticity referring 
to the isothermal state. The constant v depends on the mechanical as well as on the thermal 
properties of the body. The symbols ( ) and [ ] denote symmetric and skew-symmetric 
parts of a tensor, respectively; e is the density, J is the rotational inertia and dots denote 
the time derivatives. 

3. The general solution of the basic equations 

In this section we shall find the displacement u(x1 , x2, x3, t), rotation w(x1 , x2, x3, t) 
and temperature field O(x1 , x2, x3, t) in an infinite micropolar thermoelastic body under 
the action of time-dependent body forces X, body couples Y and heat sources Q, i.e. we 
shall find the solution of equations given by (2.1) for - oo < x 1 , x2 , x 3 < oo, t ~ 0, 
under prescribed body forces, body couples and heat sources. 

To solve these equations we shall first reduce the equations (2.1) to a simpler form 
by decomposing the vectors u, w, X and Y into their potential and solenoidal parts, i.e.: 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

u = grade/> +rot'l', div'l' = 0, 

w = grad.J; +rotH, divH = 0, 

X = gradv +rotx, divx = 0, 

Y = grade/> +rotTJ, divYJ = 0. 
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Substitution of (3.1) and (3.2) into the basic equations (2.1) yields 

(o~D-roorV2)t/> = -ei>v- ~ Q, 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

where 

(D2D4+4cx2V2)'1' = 2cxJrotYJ-eD4X' 

( 02 04 +4cx2V2)H = 2cxerotx -Jo2 YJ, 

o3l' +Ja = o, 

(01D-roor V2)8 = -eTJoOt V2v- ! D1Q, 

o1 = (A.+2p,)V2 -eo:, 
03 = (/J+2y)V2 -4cx-Ja:, 

V2 = _!__~ ox, ox,' 

ro = 2Tj0 k/(A.+2p,), 

D2 = (f.t+cx)V2-eo:, 

04 = (y+e)V2 -4cx-Jo:, 

02 
!:12-
Vt - ot2. 

To solve these wave equations, let us introduce the Laplace transform .F'(1>(x1, x 2 , x 3 ,p) 
of the function F(xh x2 , x3 , t) by the relation 

(3.5a) 
CO 

F<1>(x1 , xl, x3,p) = J F(xh x2 , x 3 , t)e-"'dt 
0 

and also introduce the Fourier-Laplace transform 
.F'(2 >(Clt Cl, C3,p) of the function F(xh xl, x3, t) by 

(3.5b) F<2>(Clt Cl, C3,p) = (~)312 f F<1>(xl, xl, x3,p)exp(ix~r;C~r;)dE, 
E3 

where dE= dx1 dx2 dx3 and £ 3 is the xh x2 , x3-space. 
Application of (3.5) to the Eqs. (3.3) and (3.4) yields a following system of algebraic 

equations: 
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where 

2 A.+2p. 
Ct = -(!-, 

2 p.+a. 
cl= -f!-, 

2 P+2y 
c3 =-J-, 2 l+s 

c" = -J-, 

p p p. = (p2::"'J)i. p 
Pt = c;-, p2 = c;-' p4 =-, 

c" 

p * 2a. 2a. 
Cl= Cf+C~+C~, q=k' r =- S=-l' ed ' Jc" 

w is known as thermoelastic coupling constant and e1~: 1 is the alternating tensor. 
Taking the same Fourier-Laplace transform of (3.1) and (3.2) we obtain: 

(3.7) 

(3.8) 

uS2
> = -iC1tf><2>-iC~:e1,"tJIIl>, 

Xj2> = -iClv<2>-iC~:eJkrXi2>, 

Yjl> = - iCJo<2>- iCt£jJcl1Ji2>. 

Substituting for q,<2 >, ~PJ2>, 2<2 >, Hf2> from (3.6) into (3.7) and taking into account the 
relation 

along with the conditions divx = 0, div1J = 0, where ~,1 is the Kronecker delta, we 
obtain 

(3.9) 

where 

L11 = (Cl+PD (C2 +q)+wqC2 = (C2 -A.~) (C2 -A.i), 

L12 = (Cl+Pi) (C2 +2s+Pi)-r*sC2 = (C2 -p.~) (C2 -p~) 
(3.10) 

and lf.2 and pt2 are the roots of the equations L1t(C2) = 0, L1 2(C2) = 0, respectively. 
From (3.8) we obtain 

f\.11) 
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By substituting the above relations into (3.9) and simplifying we arrive at simple formulae 
for displacements, rotations and temperature given by 

(2) ., .,_ Q<2> r* .,_ v(2) C2 
+q ,_ ,_ x;<2> 

u1 = ~k z..,J I ~L1 '""el"'.~.' + 2 A ,.2 "i"" " eel C4 2 C1LJ1.., 

(3.12) 

Thus, the above system of equations gives rise to the general solution for the deter
mination of displacement, rotation and temperature field for any given body forces, body 
couples and heat sources applied in the infinite medium by first inverting the Fourier 
transform and then by inverting the Laplace transform. 

Let us consider the particular case where a-+ 0. The Eqs. (3.12)1 and (3.12h become 
independent and give rise to the following classical thermoelastic solution 

or 

where 

u(2> = C1 C~cX~2> + C
2 
Xj2>- C1 C~cXi2> + -"-· .,. Q<2> 

J 2L1 ---=----:2L1::::::--- nc2 k '"1 ' 
c1 1 c2 2 I;' 1 

{J2 - et - .A.+2,u - ci - -,u-. 

It may be noted that (3.12h gives w~2> = 0 and (3.12h remains unchanged. In the . case 
of classical elastokinematics, it further reduces to 

{J2(C2 +p2 !d)X<2>- ({J2-1}ClCtXl2> u(2> - '---'---~=-=----=--=~1 --=:---:-:-::-~-==-_....:.:.-
J - cf(C2 +P2 /cf> (C2 +P2 /ci) ' 

which agrees with the previously obtained result [22]. 

4. EJrect of suddenly applied body force 

In this section we seek a solution of the equations of motion when a body force is 
applied suddenly at the origin. For such a body force we may write 

(4.1) 
X = __!_ ~(x) ~(y) ~(z)H(t) (0, 0, F), 

e 
y = 0, Q = 0. 
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The Fourier-Laplace transform of (4.1) gives 

(4.2) 
X'

2'(C,. c2. c,,p) = e<2:>''2 (o. o, ~). 
y<2> = 0, Q<2> = 0. 

Using (4.2) in (3.12) and then integrating with respect to C1 ,C2 ,C3 , we obtain: 

(4.3) 

(4.4) 

(4.5) 

(4.6) 

(4.7) 

{w~". w~''} = p(~'ed {:Y- ;x} I., 
w~1 >(x,y,z,p) = 0, 

'f} 0 kqF a 
0< 1>(x, y, z, p) = Is 

d(2n) 3ep az ' 
where 11 to 15 are given by 

(4.8) 

(4.9) 

(4.10) 

(4.11) 

(4.12) 

To evaluate the integral / 1 , we let 

X= rcosO, y = rsinO, cl= elcoslj>, and '2 = elsinlj>, 

so that / 1 takes the following form: 

299 
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Performing the 4> integration we obtain 
00 00 

f f C3(ef +Cj +q)e-u;3.dC3 
I1 = 2n 

0 
e1Jo(e1r)df!1-oo (ef+Cj) (et+Cj-A.f> (ef+Cj_:_A.~) . 

On performing C 3 integration we obtain 
00 ---

1 - -m· J [___!!!!_ -!zlll• + (A.f +q)n -lzll"ll~-A~ 
1 - 1

0 
A. fA.~ e A.f(A.i- A.~) e 

(Ahq)n -lrlfol-•: J 
- A.~(A.~-A.~) e etlo(e1r)d(]t, 

where J,.(z) is the Bessel function of order n and of the first kind. Using the known 
integral [23], p. 514, we obtain: 

2. [ q 2F<312> lzl r A.f +q .... /2 lzl (iA.t)312 

(4.13) I1 =-(m 1) A.V~~ yn (z2+r2)3t2+ A.f<A.~-A.~) J1-;- (z2+r2)3/4x 

K ( •1 w~} A.i+q ,. /2 lzl (iA2)312 ('1 w/_2_2)] 
X 3J2 l11.t t' z- +r-)- A.~(A.l- A.l) V n (zl +r2)3f4 K3f4 l11.2 t' z +r ' 

where K,(z) is the modified Bessel function of the third kind. Also 

oil m2i [ (A_2 A_2) 4F<Sf2>rjzj A,2(A2 ) -. /2 ("A )5/2 jzj r 
or= A.fA.~(A.f-A.i) q 1- 2 J!n(z2+r2)5f2- 2 2+q V n l 1 (z2+r2)'/4 X 

x K512(il1 Y z2 + r 2
) +M( M +q) V ! (il2)

5
'
2 (z• ~!~)714 K51.(il2 Y z• +r2

)]. 

Integral I 2 can be obtained from I 1 directly by replacing A.1 ,2 by !J1 , 2 and q by 2s+P~. 
Adopting the above procedure we obtain 

( 4.14) / 3 = (2n2
) V ! (ip,)112(z2 +r2)-'14 K,1.(ip1 f z2 + r 2

), 

(4.15) I4 =- ~m2)2 -./2 [{i!Jt)lf2(z2+r2)-1f4K1J2(ii-'1Yz2+r2) 
1-'1- 1-'2 V n 

- (i!J2)1f2(z2 +r2)-1f4K1f2(i!J2 y z2 +rl]. 

Integral I 5 can be obtained from I 4 by replacing !J1 ,2 by A.1 ,2. Now, we have 

1> F x [ 1 q 4F512rlzl A.i +q 
(4.16) U~ (X,y, z,p) = - 4nep f cf A.f-A~ yn(z2+r2)5f2 - Ai(Af-A~) X 

1/'f" (iA.t)512rlzl · w/_2_2 Ai +q -. /2 (iAt)512rjzj 
X J' n cf(z2+r2)'/4KSJ2(lA1f'Z +r)+cfA.~(Al-A.~) V n (z2+r2)'/4 X 

x K (iA. .. 1z2+r2)+-1- 2s+P~ 4F<Sf2>rlzl - ~Jt+2s+P~ -v2 
5/2 2 t' 2 2 2 .I -X 

C2 1-'1-1-'2 r n(z2 +r2)512 !Jf{!Jl-!Ji) n 

{i!J1)
512

rlzl (' .. !~ ~Ji+2s+P~-. /2 {i!J2)512rlzl 
X nci(z2+r2)'/4 K,,2 l!J1 Jl z +r )+ !Ji{!Ji-~Ji) Jl n ci(z2+r2)'/4 X 

x K'l2(ip2 Y z2 + r 2)]. 
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(4.17) u~1 >(x, y, z,p) = ~u~1>(x, y, z,p), 
X 

( 
(1)( ) r a (1) 1 ¥2 4.18) u3 x,y,z,p =-~u1 (x,y,z,p)--2 -x 

x ~ p~ n 

x (ipt)1f2(z2 +r2)-tf4Kt/2(ipt y z2 +r2), 

(4.19) 

(4.20) 

(4.21) 

(4.22) 

wi1>(x, y, z,p) = -
4 2;: 2) L .. f2 [(ip,)'l2(z2 +r2)-•1• x 
nec2 1-l-'2 p r Jl n 

x Kt12(ip1 y z2 +r2)- (ip2)112(Z2 +r2)-1
1
4K112(ip2 y'Zi +r2)], 

C1)( ) X Cl>( ) w2 x,y; z,p = - y-w1 x,y, z,p, 

w~1 >(x, y, z,p) = 0, 
;-

o<'>(x, y, z,p) = 2 'iF\2 
2 : [(iA1)11

2(z2 +r2)-1i4K112(0.1 f z2 +r2) 
Ct4ne n(A.t- A2)P uz 

It is a formidable task to obtain the inverse Laplace transforms to the above set of 
quantities. For this reason we have resorted to the case of small time approximations; 
first, we note that 

(4.23) (
p2 p ) V[p2 p ]2 4p3 

2).f,2 = - d + k (l +w) ± er+ k (l +w) -eve' 
2pt,2 = -(2s+P~+P~+rs*)± y(2s+P~+Pi-rs*)-4Pi(2s+P~), 

then, expanding these binomially and retaining only the necessary terms, we obtain 

(4.24) 

(4.25) 

At ~ _!_-. / ap ' 
Ct Jl 2 

ip 
/Jl ~~, 

id 
).2 ~ p+ 4c1 ' 

ip 
l-'2 ~ -, 

c2 

in which only positive roots A1 ,2 and p 1 ,2 are considered owing to the regularity condi

tions at infinity and 
er ro-1 

a=T(l+w)--k-' 

c~ w-1 
d = k(l+w)+-k-. 

The modified Bessel functions that appear in the above expressions can be expressed in 
terms of a series by the relation [22]: 

11 

(4.26) ( 
n )1

'
2 ~ (n+k)! 1 

K,.+_!_(z) = 2z e-r: £.J k!(n-k)! (2z) k. 
2 k-0 
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To obtain the Laplace inverse of the expressions (4.16) to (4.22), we expand the ex
pressions in the inverse powers of p and retain the terms up to the order p- 3

• Thus on 
inversion we obtain the following for the displacement, rotation and temperature field 
for the case of suddenly applied force [24]: 

4ne xlzl 4F<
5
1

2
> [( cf 1 t

2 
)] 

(4.27) Ut(X, y, z, t) F = - hS/2 yn ak + d T 

(4.28) 

(4.29) 

I xlzl [{( 1 ah)E r-. ( 1 yah -1!2) 1 1 yah 112 - 8°~1 } - - 2 - 2- t+ --2 ne - -t - ----=-- -t e cl 

c1 h 4 C1 2c1 2 f n C1 2 

- 1=z1 D ( 1 yah -1/2) ( 16cf d a) e 1 4 - -t + ----+- x 
- 2c1 2 ah 2 2 

ah 

2
5
1
2
t

2 
- 16c:t D ( 1 V ah _112)] 

X --e -S- -( 
y';t 2c1 2 

y 
u2(x,y, z, t) = -u1(y, x, z, t), 

X 
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{ 
d- 4m ( z 3zlzl ) m zlzl } J 

+ 4ct lzlh-~ + d h312 B(t) 

+ [(:~ ~~~~ + c~~ii) n(r- ~:)- :. Cz~h- 3~~1) A*(t) 

( 
2sd zlzl 2sd 1 z 3zlzl) * J 2sd ( 1 zlzl ) ** 

+ c~-c~ h3/2 + c~-c~ yh- lzlh3/2 - hS/2 B (t) - d-e~ yh + h312 B (t), 

( ) 4nec 2 ( d- c~) - yc4 [ ( c 2 J 
(4.30) w1 x,y,z,t c

4
Fs =llfi4 A*t)+yhB*(t) 

(4.31) 

(4.32) 

(4.33) 

+ yc2 [A**(t)+~B**(t)J 
h7/4 yh ' 

X 
w2 (x, y, z, t) = -- w1 (x, y, z, t), 

y 

w3 (x, y, z, t) = 0, 

4n [ ya z (2t
112 

- ::, v ah (-1 vah _1 2)) O(x,y, z, t)-- = - --- - e - -Erfc - -t ' 
'YJoF y'ic

1 
h y' n 2 2c1 2 

gh 

2(a-d) 312 - t6c:t D (-1--. I ah _112) 
+ yn t e -4 2cl Jl 2 t 

ah 

z {( ah ) ( 1 .... I ah _112) 1 1 .... I ah 112 - Sc~t } 
+ h312 t + 4cf Erfc 2c 1 Jl T t - yn ~ Jl T t e 

dyh [ ( .. ;-) ( ( ) ) -4C; 1 z y h z a d z 
-e --H t-- + - --- +- A(t) 

C1 h Ct C1 h 2 4 h312 

J ___:_ ( (a-d)
2 

_ 3d
2 

ad) . z(a-d)} B( )] 
+ l Ct h 4 16 + 8 + 2h312 t • 

The corresponding classical solutions can be derived for this case by putting ex = P = 

= y = e = 0 and ignoring w1 , w2 and w3 • Thus 

(4.34) c 4ne _ xlzl 4T<
5
1
2

> [( d 1 ) t
2 J 

Ut(X, y, z, t) F- - hS/2 yn ak + c~2 2 

-/~[{( !!!!_) E c.(-.1 V a .. ;-h _112) __ 1 vah 112-s~t} 2h2 t + 
4 2 r1c 

2 2 
y t ,_ t e 

C1 Ct C1 C1 kl" 
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(4.35) u~(x, y, z, t) = uf(y, x, z, t), 

4ne 2rF<
3
1
2
> ( z 3zlzl ) ( 2c~) t

2 

(4.36) ug(x,y,z,t)p-= vn lzlh312- hs12 1+ak 2 

"" I[~ {( !!!!_) E c. (-1 V ah -1/2) __ 1 _1 V ah 112 - 8c~t } + 2h3f2 t+ 4c2 TIC 2c 2 t .. ;- 2 t e 
C1 1 1 f' n C1 

tilt __ 1 (-z- _ 3zl:l) 4t~2 e- 16c~t D_
4
(_1_, / ah 1-1!2) 

c1 lzlh h yn 2c1 V 2 

(4.37) 

I 

0, 

A(t) = t- y'h' 
C1 

for 

for 

(4.38) I 0, 

B(t) = _1_ (- y/i)l 
r<3> t Ct ' 

for 0 < t < yii' 
Ct 

for 
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A*(t), B*(t) are obtained from (4.50) and (4.51), respectively, by replacing c1 by c2 • 

Similarly A**(t), B**(t) are obtained from these equations by replacing c1 by c4 ; His 
the Heaviside step function and Erfc is the complementary error function, and 

(4.41) 

and 

(4.42) 

(4.43) 

(4.44) 

(4.45) 

yh 
for 0 < t < *' c2 

for 

2 

I = -cl _ _ a h 2 2 2 
k 2 ' = x +y +z' 

a2 ad 3d2 c~ 
m= -----+-(d-a) 

2 4 8 2k ' 

00 

F(b) ~ F(a+n) r" 
lFl(a; b; r) = F(a) L.J F(b+n) nf' 

n-o 

is the confluence hypergeometric function. 

5. Effect of suddenly applied body couple 

In this section we consider the case where body couple is applied suddenly at the 
origin 

(5.1) 
M 

Y(x, y, z, t) = J ~(x)~(y)~(z)H(t) (0, 0, I), 

X= 0, Q = 0, 
and thus 

(5.2) 
M 1 

v<2>ccl, c2, c3,p) = (2n)3'2']) eo, o, t), 

x<2 > = o, Q<2> = o. 
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Substituting (5.2) into (3.12) and integrating with respect to C1 , C2 , C3 we obtain 

(5.3) (1)( ) {1)( ) c~(2n)3 
J - 1 [ a a ] [u1 x,y,z,p ,u2 x,y,z,p] Mr* -p oy/4- ox/4, 

(5.4) [ <1>( ) <1>( ) (21&)
3 
J _ 1 [ a a ( 1 1 )] w1 x,y, z,p, w2 x,y, z,p ]~- P ox' oy d 16- c~ I, , 

(5.5) l) (21&)3 J _ 1 a [ 1 1 J 1 1 
w~ (x,y,z,p)-M - -~ 2/6-2/1 +-2/s, 

p uz c3 c4 p c4 

(5.6) u~1 > = 0, fJ< 1> = 0, 

where / 4 is given by ( 4.11) and 

(5.7) 

(5.8) 

(5.9) 

in which pf,2 are the roots of the equation L1 2 (C2) = 0. The value of the integral /4 is 
already known from the previous section and, after evaluating the remaining integrals, 
we find 

(5.10) l - 21&2 [ 2 r<3f2) lzl .. /2 p~!2 K (P .. l!z)] 
6 - P~ v'n h3'2 - v -;: h3'4 3/2 3 v , 

(5.11) 

(5.12) 

_ 1'2 + 3 .!!_ Z 11'2 K312(in .. IJz) 2 p2 ( )-1t2 I I(. )3'2 ] 
p~(p~ -p~) 2 h3/4 r2 V ' 

(5.13) 
ol, 21&2 [ 4F<Sf2>rlzl ( 1& )-1/2 ar = - 1-'~f.t~{f.tt-p~) P~(l'f-p~) y'nhSf2 -p~(p~+P~) 2 X 

( . )S/2 rlzl (' ;-) 2r ,.2 p2) ( n )-
112

(. )s12 rlzl K (' .. !Jz}] x lf.t1 h 114 Ks12 l!-'1 ~ h + 1'1 \f-"2 + 3 2 l!-'2 h 7/4 5/2 l!-'2 V ' 
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(5.14) I -- "'-2 #1 2 - r K (' .;h-) 
[ 

2+/12 VT (ill.l)lf2 
8 ,k;l(, /4 lf2 lf-t 1 J' 

p,~-p,~ n h1 

where x = rcosO, y = rsinO, h = r2 + z2
• 

The method used in evaluating the above integrals is similar to what has been adopted 
in the previous section. 

Converting the modified Bessel functions occuring in the above expressions into ex
ponential form by the use of the formula ( 4.26) and making use of the relations ( 4.24), 
( 4.25), the above expressions reduce to 

(5.15) 

(5.16) 

(5.17) 

(5.18) (1)( ) - y {1)( ) w2 x,y, z,p - -w1 x,y, z,p, 
X 
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The above expressions are quite suitable for the Laplace inversion. Thus on inverting 
we obtain 

(5.21) 

(5.22) 

(5.23) 

(5.24) 

(5.25) 

(5.26) 

where 

(5.27) 

(5.28) 

( ) 4nJc4(d- c.i) = _ yc4 [A*(t) + c2_ B*(t)] 
Ut x, y, z, t r*Mc2 h''4 y h 

+ yc2 [A**(t)+ c~ B**(t)] 
h~ ~h ' 

x xlzl (n(t- yh)+ 3c~ A*(t)+ 3c2 B*(t)) _ xlzl ·(-1-F(t)+ ,.~- G(t)) 
h2 c2 yh h rc3 h c~l2 y h 

_ ci-c.i xlzl (n ( _ yh) 3c2 A**( ) 3c.i B**( )) 
2 2 ( 2 2) h2 t + "r t + h t ' c2c4 c2-c4 c4 . ,., h 

y 
w2(x, y, z, t) = -w1(y, x, z, t), 

X 

-c~c,::~;~ci) {C;h -3;lz1
) A**(t)+c. Czl~>/2 - ~~~~ )B**(t}]. 

u3 (x, y, z, t) = 0, O(x, y, z, t) = 0, 

for 

I 

0, 

G(t) = _1_ ( - yh )2 
F(3) 

1 y'c; ' for 

I 

0, 

F(t)= ,_,jh' 

Jl c3 

for 0 < t < .. I h , Jl c3 

for t > .. I h . Jl C3 
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6. Efl'ect of suddenly applied heat source 

Consider a heat source of constant strength S applied suddenly at the origin. Then 

(6.1) Q(x, y, z, t) = Sf5(x)f5(y)f5(z)H(t), 

X= Y = Oo 

In our transform notation this can be written as 

(6o2) Q(2><cb c2, c3, P) = <~3/2 ~ , 

X<2 > = Y(2> = Oo 

Substituting from (6.2) in (3.12) we obtain: 

(6o3) ( <2> <2> <2>) _ 'VS i ('" ,. ,. ) 
Ut , u2 , u3 - 2(2 )312 ,. c,1, c,2, c,3 , 

pf!Ct n LJ 1 

(6.4) (J(2)('" ,. ,. ) - s C2 +f3f 
c,1, c,2, c,3,p - pk(2n)3f2 ~· 

Performing the F ourier-inversion with respect to C 1 , C 2 , C 3 to the above set of equations, 
we obtain: 

(6o5) ( <1> <1> u>) _ _,s ( a a a ) 
Ut , U2 , U3 - pedk(2n)3f2 ai' ay 'Tz Is, 

1 k(2n)3 1 
(6o6) (J< >(x,y, z,p)--vs- =Pig, 
where / 5 is defined in (4.12) and 

(6o7) 

On performing the integration, we find that 

(608) l - "-2[ ).f+f3f VT (iAt)
112 ('~ .. ;-2--2) 

9 - ~, ~2 ~2 - ( 2 2)1/4 K112 IAtJ' z +r 
At-.~~.2 n z +r 

).~+Pi VT (i).2)1/2 K (0~ .. ;-2--2 )] 
- u 132 - ( 2 2)1/4 112 lAH' z + r , 

11.2- 2 n z +r 
where x = rcosO, y = rsinO 0 

r·c' It may be noticed that it is a spherically symmetric case and we will find the radial 
displacement uR instead of u11 u2, u3 0 To obtain the Laplace inversion, we as usual 
expand the right-hand terms of the equations (6o5) and (6o6) in the ascending powers 
of p- 1 • Thus we obtain 

[ 

- 0!1 y•Ph 
<609> uu><h > ,s 1 ( 1 ... 1 a 1 1 ) •c. 2 

R• ' P = - 4nek yh c;- Jl 2 p 2 y'p + yhp3 e 

dtfh p y'il 

-{ :, :2 +(2+~~d + ~) :. v.c;--'l+o(:. ), 
6 Arch. Mech. Stos. nr 1n5 
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(6.10) [ 
1ya~ 

()(l>(h,p) = ~~ {_!__i__I +(3d
2 

_ ad)_I }e;c;- 2 
4nk y h p 2 p 2 I6 4 p 3 

dyh p y'h 

d { I ( 5d a ) 1 } -~-~-] ( I ) +- -- ---- e +0-2 p2 8 2 p3 p4 . 

On inverting we obtain displacement and temperature field for the case of suddenly ap
plied heat source. Thus 

(6.11) UR(h, t) = - 4:!k Jli {[:.V;:. tD_·L~. V~~) 

~ ~ 

1 vaht -8c~ t ] ( 3 )
4 v2 2 - 16c~t -- -e +d-d-a -te x 

c1 2n 4 n 

dy'ii 

( 
1 ,. /lih) d [ ( 5d a ) ] -~} 

X D_s 2c1 v-~- + T A(t)- 8-2 B(t) e . 

7. Numerical results and conclusions 

We have calculated the displacements, rotations and temperature for two typical 
values of time, namely t = 1.0, 1.5 and at a plane z = 1, for the results of sections 4, 5 
and section 6 are spherically symmetric. Similar calculations are also carried out for the 
case of classical coupled thermoelasticity and compared with the micropolar theory. In 
all these calculations we have assumed c1 = 5.2, c2 = 3.8, c3 = 3.45, c4 = 1.5 and c! = 

= 3.8 with thermoelastic coupling constant w = 0.0729 for the sake of convenience. We 
may say that since the temperature field is independent of the micropolar effect, the solu
tions thus obtained for temperature in our analysis are in fact the solutions for the classical 
coupled thermoelasticity. 

In the case of suddenly applied body force we observe that the radial displacement 

Ur undergoes a jump at t = y'7zjc1 and at t = yhjc2 • The magnitude of these jumps at 
these points, respectively, are 

d{h 

_M_( 1 3c1 ) -~ 
2h2 + .. 1- e 

c1 Jl h 
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We note that these discontinuities diminish with distances from the origin of dis

turbance. At t = y'li! c4 we observe that U, does not suffer any jump. This is due to the 

fact that the functions of the type A**, B** vanish identically when t = y7ifc4 • The same 
phenomenon is observed for the displacement component Uz. The magnitude of the 

jumps at t = y'lzjc1 and t = yh/c2 for Uz are, respectively, 
dyh 

( 
zlzl z 3zlzl ) -~ 

cih312 - cflzlh + c1 h2 e 
and 

(
, zlzl 1 ) 
c~h3f2 + dhl/2 ' 

where rotation components w1 and w2 are continuous. The temperature () undergoes 
dyh 

a jump at t = yh/c1 of magnitude - ~h e --4C and decreases with distance from the 
cl 

origin of disturbances. It is worth mentioning here that the corresponding classical 
thermoelastic problem was considered by E. Soos [25] (the body force is applied suddenly) 
by a different method for small times. Our results are in agreement with E. Soos [25]. 
We shall also make a comment that the same classical results were derived for temperature 
field by AcHENBACH [26] who solved the above problem for small times in spherical 
coordinates. 

In the case of suddenly applied body force, the displacement component U, along 
r-axis and U: along z-axis are plotted in Figs. 1, 2, for two values of time along the radial 

5.0 

Ur~~t10 ----- Classical 

-Q4 -- Micropolar 

-a3 
20 r 

-Q2 

-Q1 

4.0 6.0 7.0 8.0 9.0 r 

4np 
FIG. 1. u, = - u, vs. r for the case of suddenly; applied body force. 

F 

6* 
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----- Classical 
-- Micropolar 

0 

4n . 
Flo. 3. Temperature 8 = - 8 or. r for the case of suddenly applied body force. 

noF 

distance r. Figure 3 shows the graph of the temperature distribution. The corresponding 
classical thermoelastic solutions are shown in these graphs by dotted curves and the 
points of discontinuity are shown by vertical dotted lines. We have compared the classical 
and micropolar solutions for only one value oft = 1.0 for the sake of clarity of the graphs. 

From Fig. 1 we see that the disturbances are quite high behind the first wave front 
and are small behind the second wave front, whereas we observe from Fig. 2 that the dis
turbances are quite small behind the first wave front and are high behind the second 
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FIG. 4. Wr = 4nJ Wr vs. r for suddenly applied body couple. 
M 

0.7 

as 

0.3 

F1o. 5. W: = 4nJ w: v1. r for suddenly applied body couple. 
M 

{313) 
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wave front. These disturbances slowly damp out as r increases. From these figures we 
also note that the :micropolar effect is more pronounced behind the first and second 
wave front. This micropolar effect is negligibly small after the second wave front. 

When body couple is applied suddenly we see that wr has discontinuities at t = yhjc2 

and t = yhfc4 , whereas Wz has only one discontinuity at t = yhfc4 of magnitude 1 fc4 yh 
and this discontinuity diminishes with distance. The displacement components Ur and U:z 

are continuous function, since at t = yh/c2 and t = yhfc4 , the functions of type A*, B* 
and A**, B** vanish identically at these points. 

Thus we see that the displacement components undergo a jump if the body couple 
is impulsive and are continuous when a continuous body couple is applied. 

Figures 4 and 5 show the plot of the rotation components wr and W:z for two values 
of t along the radial distance for suddenly applied body couple. 

In the case of suddenly applied body couple we see from Fig. 4 that Wr is negative 
behind the first wave front and positive ahead of this wave front. From Fig. 5 we observe 
that W:z has a single discontinuity at the wave front. 

In the case of suddenly applied heat source we observe that UR and () are both con
tinuous. Figures 6 and 7 are the plots of UR and 0, respectively. 

1.0 

4.0 6.0 8.0 tao 

4nkp 
FIG. 6. u. = -- u11 vs. R for the case of 

vs. 
12.0 R sudden heat source. 

4nk 
FIG. 7. Temperature 0 = -- 0 vs. R for the s 

case of sudden heat source. 
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